Spatial and temporal analysis of human infection with avian influenza A(H7N9) virus in China, 2013
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Descriptive and geographic information system methods were used to depict the spatial and temporal characteristics of the outbreak of human infection with a novel avian influenza A(H7N9) virus in mainland China, the peak of which appeared between 28 March and 18 April 2013. As of 31 May 2013, there was a total of 131 reported human infections in China, with a cumulative mortality of 29% (38/131). The outbreak affected 10 provinces, with 106 of the cases being concentrated in the eastern coastal provinces of Zhejiang, Shanghai and Jiangsu. Statistically significant spatial clustering of cumulative human cases was identified by the Cuzick–Edwards’ k-nearest neighbour method. Three spatio-temporal clusters of cases were detected by space–time scan analysis. The principal cluster covered 18 counties in Zhejiang during 3 to 18 April (relative risk (RR): 26.39; p<0.0001), while two secondary clusters in March and April covered 21 counties along the provincial boundary between Shanghai and Jiangsu (RR: 6.35; p<0.0001) and two counties in Jiangsu (RR: 72.48; p=0.0025). The peak of the outbreak was in the eastern coastal provinces of Zhejiang, Shanghai and Jiangsu that was characterised by statistically significant spatio-temporal aggregation, with a particularly high incidence in March and April 2013.

Introduction

A novel avian influenza A(H7N9) virus emerged in China in February 2013, causing an outbreak of human infections characterised by rapidly progressive severe illness and fatal outcome [1,2]. After the first case of human infection was confirmed in the Minhang district of Shanghai on 31 March 2013, the disease gradually spread to the three neighbouring provinces of Zhejiang, Jiangsu and Anhui during the following four weeks. The number of cases was very low in this period but then began to increase rapidly, which raised serious concern throughout the world [3]. The Chinese government responded swiftly and the containment measures applied (shutting down live poultry markets) effectively controlled the outbreak – an approach strongly commended by the international community [4,5]. To date, the influenza A(H7N9) virus has not been detected in people or birds outside China.

Currently, the outbreak has entered a stationary state in China and new infections appear only rarely [6]. However, scientists and authorities are still concerned that there might be a risk of a pandemic developing [6]. Strong efforts to date have been made to understand this new virus and substantial progress in epidemiology, diagnosis, therapy and aetiology of the infection has been achieved [1,7-12]. However, much remains to be discovered [13], particularly with regard to the spatial and temporal pattern of this emerging infectious disease. Understanding such patterns is essential for effective surveillance and control. A sound description of the dynamic progress of the outbreak is needed to refine control strategies and optimise resource allocation.

Advances in geographic information system (GIS) and related technologies have fostered new opportunities for examining diseases. As a distinct, useful tool for spatio-temporal analysis, GIS has been widely applied in controlling emerging infectious diseases, such as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) [14,15], avian influenza A(H5N1) [16] and influenza A(H1N1) pdm2009 [17].

In the present study, we concurrently used descriptive analysis and GIS methods to depict the spatial and temporal characteristics of the outbreak of human infection with influenza A(H7N9) virus in mainland China. This work was conducted with the expectation that the results might provide some clues for further epidemiological research and help scientists and health authorities to more effectively target and improve their surveillance and control efforts in the future.
Figure 1
Population densities in mainland China (A)∗ and spatio-temporal cluster analysis of human cases of influenza A(H7N9) virus infection in three eastern provinces, China (B and C)

∗ Data for 2011 [19].
Source of maps: [20].
Methods

Case definition
The case definition was based on *The diagnosis and treatment programs of human infection with influenza A(H7N9) virus* [18] issued by National Health and Family Planning Commission of the People’s Republic of China, in which a confirmed case of human infection with influenza A(H7N9) virus is defined as a patient with influenza-like illness, or a suspected case with respiratory specimens, testing positive for the influenza A(H7N9) virus by one of the following laboratory diagnostic tests: isolation of influenza A(H7N9) virus or real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (rRT-PCR) assay for influenza A(H7N9) virus.

A suspected case is defined as a person presenting with unexplained acute lower respiratory illness with fever (≥38 °C) and cough, shortness of breath or difficulty breathing or infiltrates or evidence of an acute pneumonia on chest radiograph plus evidence of respiratory failure (hypoxemia, severe tachypnoea), and either (i) positive laboratory confirmation of an influenza A virus infection but insufficient laboratory evidence for influenza A(H7N9) virus infection because of lack of specimens or (ii) epidemiologically linked to a confirmed influenza A(H7N9) case, but without any respiratory specimens available for influenza A(H7N9) virus testing [18].

Data source
As of 31 May 2013, a total of 131 confirmed human infections with influenza A(H7N9) virus including 38 deaths had occurred in mainland China. For each case, we collected the following data: sex, age, place of residence (postal address), the date of symptom onset and, in case of fatal outcome, the date of death. This information was extracted from the influenza A(H7N9) outbreak reporting released by National Health and Family Planning Commission of the People’s Republic of China. We obtained population data from the Scientific Data Sharing Center of Public Health [19], developed by Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention. The maps were downloaded from the National Geomatics Center of China [20].

Study areas and study period
A total of 10 provinces in east China, representing more than a million square kilometres and approximately 570 million inhabitants (Figure 1) reported cases of influenza A(H7N9) virus infection. The study period was from 19 February to 31 May 2013.

Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to illustrate the characteristics of the population distribution and temporal distribution of the cases of human influenza A(H7N9) virus infection and related deaths. Pearson correlation analysis was conducted to examine the presumed association between the incidence of human infection and population density at the county level using SAS software version 8.1 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, United States).

Spatial autocorrelation analysis
Spatial autocorrelation provides an analysis of the degree of the dependency among various observations in geographical space [21]. In this study, the Cuzick–Edwards’ k-nearest neighbour method was used to identify the possibility of spatial clustering [22]. Existence of potential spatial clustering was analysed at each of the first 10 neighbourhood levels, and the overall p value was adjusted for multiple comparisons with the Simes approach based on ClusterSeer software version 2.5.1 (BioMedware, Ann Arbor, MI, United States).

Space–time scan statistic
SaTScan software version 9.0 [23] was employed to conduct a retrospective space–time scan statistic to identify whether or not the human influenza A(H7N9) virus infections were randomly distributed over space and time in Zhejiang, Shanghai and Jiangsu, the three eastern coastal provinces with the highest number of cases. The method is based on the use of a cylindrical
window, which represents the circular geographical base of a cylinder, the height of which corresponds to time. The null hypothesis assumes that the relative risk (RR) of human infections is the same within the window compared with outside it. In this study, the human influenza A(H7N9) virus infections were assumed as having a Poisson distribution in each location. The spatial size of scan window was limited to 25% of the total population and the length of time was limited to half of the whole study period. The statistical significance of each cluster was based on comparing the log likelihood ratio (LLR) against a null distribution obtained through Monte Carlo simulation, with the number of replications set to 999 and the significance level set as 0.05. The window with the maximum LLR was deemed the cluster least likely to be due to chance. Other windows with a statistically significant LLR were considered as secondary clusters [24,25].

Results

Demographic characteristics of cases
During the study period, a total of 131 confirmed human cases were reported, 93 of which were male (71%) and 38 female (29%). The age of the cases ranged from two to 91 years, with a median of 61 years. Male cases aged 60 years or older accounted for 39% (51/131) of all cases. Of the 131 cases, 38 (29%) had died from the infection. Full data were not available for one case, but of the remaining 37 fatal cases, 29 were male and 8 female. Their ages ranged from 27 to 91 years, with a median of 67 years, with 28 aged 60 years or older. The sex-related mortality was 31% (29/93) for the male cases and 21% (8/38) for the female cases. No statistically significant difference was observed between the two groups (chi-square test statistic: 1.3660; p=0.2425). The interval between the date of symptom onset and the date of death ranged from six to 67 days, with a median of 20 days.

Temporal characteristics of cases
We divided the study period into 15 weeks of seven days (with week 1 starting 19 February 2013) except the last week, which included only four days (i.e. 28–31 May 2013) and calculated the number of cases for each week (Figure 2). The first two cases developed symptoms simultaneously on 19 February. The outbreak was highly sporadic in the four weeks after the first cases developed symptoms, with just 11 sporadic cases, after which the number of cases increased substantially.
Weeks 5 to 9 (19 March–22 April) included the great majority of cases (n=113), with most of the mortality occurring during weeks 7 to 12 (2 April–13 May). There was a peak of incidence between 28 March and 18 April, with 76% (100/131) of all cases. From week 10, the incidence decreased rapidly. Only two cases occurred in May, the last month of the study period.

Spatial characteristics
In the study period, 10 provinces successively reported human infections of influenza A(H7N9) virus. More than 80% of cases (106/131) occurred in Zhejiang, Shanghai and Jiangsu, the three eastern coastal provinces. At the county level, just 70 counties had ever reported cases, accounting for approximately 7% (70/971) of the total number of counties in the 10 provinces, most of which are located along the provincial boundaries among Zhejiang, Jiangsu and Shanghai. Of these 70 counties, 43 had only one case, while five had five or more (Figure 3). Although a relatively high population density was observed in the regions with human infections, the Pearson correlation analysis (r: 0.17; p=0.1702) suggested that there was no statistically significant association between the incidence and population density. The Cuzick–Edwards’ test identified statistically significant spatial clustering of cases, not only for each level of neighbourhoods, but also for a summary test at the significance level of 0.05, implying that the distribution of human cases was spatially autocorrelated.

Dynamic progress of the outbreak
Cases of confirmed influenza A(H7N9) virus infection were initially very rare in weeks 1–4 (19 February–18 March). The outbreak started in Shanghai and spread to Zhejiang, Jiangsu, and Anhui in this period. A period of high incidence appeared subsequently between weeks 5 and 9 (19 March–22 April). In this stage, the outbreak gradually spread to another six provinces: Henan, Beijing, Hunan, Jiangxi, Shandong and Fujian, in that order. But Zhejiang, Jiangsu and Shanghai were the most affected areas, with 87 cases. After that, the outbreak decreased rapidly. In the last six weeks of the study period, only seven new infections occurred and the outbreak did not spread to any other provinces. Notably, no infections occurred during this period in the highly endemic regions of Zhejiang, Shanghai and Jiangsu. No infections occurred from weeks 12 to 13 (7–20 May) throughout the study area. For details, see Figure 4.

Spatio-temporal cluster analysis
Figure 5 shows the results of the space–time scan statistic analysis in the three eastern coastal provinces, which had the highest number of human cases. Three clusters were detected: one principal and two secondary. The principal cluster (LLR:77.72) had a RR of 26.39: it included 37 cases and covered 18 counties in Zhejiang, lasting from 3 to 18 April. One of the secondary clusters, with an LLR of 25.06, included 21 counties (17 in Shanghai and four in Jiangsu). With 28 cases, it lasted from 25 March to 11 April and had a RR of 6.35.

Discussion
The outbreak of human infection with influenza A(H7N9) virus has attracted considerable attention because it is an emerging infectious disease caused by a novel, reassortant avian-origin influenza virus [26,27]. As this virus does not have the ability to be transmitted from person to person, it is unlikely to lead to a pandemic, but gene sequences analysis has indicated that it is better adapted than other avian influenza viruses to infect mammals [9,28]. Scientists are therefore concerned about the possibility of a pandemic if there is further gene mutation [29,30].

In the study period, the outbreak caused 131 confirmed human infections in mainland China. As reported...
previously [2], most cases were male, mainly aged 60 years or older. In contrast, the influenza A(H5N1) virus mainly affected children, adolescents and young adults (aged between 4 and 29 years, with a median of 18 years) [31]. As of 31 May, 38 cases of influenza A(H7N9) virus infection had died, with accumulative mortality of 29%, much higher than the 21% (17/82) in a previous report on the outbreak [2]. In comparison with the influenza A(H1N1)pdm2009 virus infections (mortality: 2.5%), the mortality of cases of influenza A(H7N9) virus infection was higher[32], although it was clearly lower than that of cases of highly pathogenic avian influenza A(H5N1) virus infection (mortality: 56%) [31]. As shown in a former case study [2], most of the human cases of influenza A(H7N9) virus infection had a severe illness (77/82), while others manifested as mild illness (4/82).

In addition, a four year-old child in Beijing was identified as an asymptomatic carrier of influenza A(H7N9) virus [33]. This has been the only asymptomatic infection of influenza A(H7N9) virus to date. Thus, human infections with influenza A(H7N9) virus may result in fatal disease, mild illness as well as silent infection.

Our study shows that the influenza A(H7N9) outbreak in mainland China can be divided into 3 stages: early (weeks1–4), high-incidence (weeks5–9) and late stationary (weeks10–15). In the early stage, the outbreak was considered as non-threatening and highly sporadic. However, the high-incidence stage (in March–April) represented a peak, with 76% (100/131) of the cases during this stage. Furthermore, the three spatio-temporal clusters of cases identified were all during this period. Increased surveillance and control should be carried out in this period in future, to find out if there is an association with climate. In the late stationary stage, transmission was effectively controlled, leading to the ending of the outbreak in the most severely affected areas. This is now believed to be mainly due to the closure of live poultry markets [5].

Some studies have claimed that climatic factors, particularly temperature, have a clear impact on seasonal influenza outbreaks [34,35]. The weather in eastern China is very cold between December and January, and temperatures begin to rise in late February. It is usually relatively warm in March and April, and starts to get hot from May. The temporal characteristics of human infections with influenza A(H7N9) virus suggest that temperature has some association with incidence of this disease. The prevailing mild climate may have been particularly suitable for influenza A(H7N9) virus infection since there was an increase in the number of cases in March–April. If there is a relationship, attention must be paid as there could be a potential outbreak in the same period (March–April) in the future.

The outbreak was limited to 10 provinces in eastern China. In-depth studies of the factors driving the spatial diffusion of cases are essential to prevent future outbreaks. It is notable that when the first human infections appeared in Beijing and Henan, there were no cases in the neighbouring provinces. What is the reason for this? Were the two regions new, natural foci of the influenza A(H7N9) virus strain? Alternatively, and perhaps more probable, could they be attributed to the regional poultry trade or migration of infected wild birds? These possibilities need to be further studied.

The three coastal provinces of Zhejiang, Shanghai and Jiangsu were the most severely affected areas. Understanding the main factors causing this spatial concentration is critical in the approach to control this type of emerging disease. Some studies report that the spatial distribution of human infection with highly pathogenic avian influenza A(H5N1) is mainly associated with human population density, poultry density, elevation and the proportion of land covered by water.
bodies [16,36]. However, our study suggests that population density does not influence the spatial pattern of human infection with influenza A(H7N9) virus. Further studies are needed to confirm whether or not there are other counterintuitive correlations involved in the spatial distribution of human infection due to this virus.

The SatScan method has become an increasingly popular adjunct for exploring the spatio-temporal distribution of infectious diseases [37]. We selected this method in the hope of identifying clustering of cases and found three clusters in the three coastal provinces with a high incidence, which were proposed to be the most probable place of the viral reassembly [12,38]. Two of the identified clusters represent the most important hotspots of the outbreak in China and were found in the counties along the boundaries between these three provinces. Surveillance should be focused on these regions to identify any future emergence of this or other new virus strains and monitor possible further mutation or reassembly that may alter the risks to animals or humans. The third cluster covered just two counties within Jiangsu province and was situated far from the other two clusters. In addition, its duration was very short. The risk factors that contribute to clustering warrant further study.

This study, using spatio-temporal methods in conjunction with classic descriptive analysis, found evidence of clustering, in both space and time. The results can provide clues for further developments and serve as a reference and basis for the surveillance and control of human infection with influenza A(H7N9) virus in the future.
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